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INTRODUCTION
This study is designed to compare the attitudes and
performances of administrative (professional) and non-admini-
strative (paraprofessional) staff. The study is based on
the assumption that job satisfaction, work motivation and job
orientation are related to the size of an employe’s family,
his educational level and the overt and assmed attitudes of
his immediate supervisor.
The purpose of this study is to examine the effec¬
tiveness of manpower invested in local poverty programs, par¬
ticularly in the Racine Wisconsin Community Action Agency.
Manpower has been vastly under-utilized in many a social
agency, poverty agencies not withstanding. It is a fact that
if people are hired for socio-political reasons, without due
consideration to performance potentials, work performance
will suffer. Also, due consideration must be accorded to
training of new employes to insure apt work orientation and
performance.
The investigation focuses on attitudinal and behav¬
ioral patterns believed to be instr\amental in obstructing
work performance in conmunity action agencies, such as task
orientation, punctuality, willingness to train, et al. Such
attitudinal and behavioral patterns will be ascribed to the
non-administrative (paraprofessional) staff. This category
encompasses unskilled and semiskilled workers, mainly
employes hired without any skills to be trained to perform
clerical and paraprofessional social work duties and responsi¬
bilities, "Paraprofessional” is used because it includes
more of the qualities of the group (non-administrative) then
non-professional,
”An Observational Appraisal of Community Action
Workers,” is a participant observation approach to observe
and evaluate the work performance and attitudes of community
action workers—both professionals and paraprofessionals as
they relate to workers* attitudes and their behavioral pat¬
terns, alias, life style, in a peculiar stratum.
All CAP evaluations of performance in the past have
been equated with the local United Way, Social Services and
other similar social agencies with middle-class concepts and
orientations. Very little thought is given to the fact that
many of the middle-class employes of established social
organizations are well trained and are highly competitive in
1
the local labor market.
1Manpower Report (December, 1971)•
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statement of problem.—What occupational traits can
be observed in community action workers as they relate to:
occupational mobility, occupational motivation, work per¬
formance and job satisfaction?
Specific questions.—This study asks the following
questions:
1) What observable occupational traits do
community action workers possess?
2) What occupational motivation charac¬
teristics do community action workers
exemplify?
3) What observable work performance
characteristics do commiipity action
workers possess?
4) What job satisfaction do community
action workers derive from their employ¬
ment?
General hypothesis.—There is a positive direct
relationship between family size, work motivation, edu¬
cational level, occupational mobility and job satisfaction
of single and married community action workers.
Specific hypothesis.—The fpllowing propositions
set-forth that:
1) With the increase of educational attain¬
ment, there is a desire to excel occu¬
pationally.
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2) Family size, marital status and subse¬
quent family responsibility affect the
occupational motivation of community
action wDrkers,
3) Job satisfaction is related to indepen¬
dent task performance, work responsi¬
bility and personal motivation of
community action workers,
4) Work performance of community action
workers is related to task orientation
and supervisor's attitude,
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
The following definitions of terms are used to limit
and/or describe this study.
1) Aspiration.—The desire to attain that
which is beyond one*s present reach.
2) Career development.—An ongoing occu¬
pational training process by staff
personnel,
3) Career ladder.—An occupational situs
designed for occupational mobility
within an agency or organization in a
related field.
4) Community Action Agency.—A local agency
sanctioned by the Office of Economic
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6pportiinity to manage and execute
poverty programs for the poor.
5) Community organizer.*—A trained resource
(human and fiscal) mobilizer and social
services (agencies) coordinator.
6) Commimity organization.--The process of
mobilizing and coordinating political,
economic and human resources for issues
and tasks performances.
7) Commitment.—A devotion to carry out an
assigned task.
8) Differential aspiration.—The social
phenomenon of an individual or group in
a society to seek a higher status
unequally; example from laborer to
executive.
9) Governing board.—The board of directors,
normally non-profit corporations composed
of representatives from local government,
the business sector and the poor com¬
munity.10)Influence .—The social power to motivate
and/or produce effects without the use
of force or authority by a person or
group because of their social status in
society.
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11) Level of aspiration.—A self-imposed
social standard an individual or group
sets which is expected to be met.
12) Manpower.—The available human resources
to train and execute occupational duties.
13) Manpower specialist.—One who screens,
trains and places unemployed, under¬
employed and unemployable in meaningful
occupations.
14) Middle-class.—A sociological concept
denoting social status of a central
stratum based on educational and occu¬
pational rankings.
15) Motivation.—Self-determination to attain
(a) measurable goal(s).
16) Outreach worker.—Paraprofessional social
worker mobilizing community and agency
resources.
17) Paraprofessional.—A subprofessional rank
denoting less training and experience for
job performance.
IS) Planner.—The professional staff member
actively engaged in assessing community
needs and priorities and pursue fimding
through competitive grantsmanship.
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19) Planning process.—The on-going activity
of data collecting, arrangement of need
priority and grantsmanship in a target
area.
20) Working-class.—Most notable the least
socially ranked group in a society based
on educational and occupational status.
This definition vd.ll be used throughout
this study to denote paraprofessionals.
The income of this group is quite flexi¬
ble in community action programs depending
on the standard of living of tlie partic¬
ular coramTonity in vdiich they are employed.
RELATED LITERATURE
Allison Davis, in ’’The Motivation of the Underpri¬
vileged vrorker,” talked about the environmental conditions
that affect the lives of vrorking-class people. Living con¬
ditions affect the lives of all people, but those affected
most in a negative manner are the poor and deprived. This
is particularly true in a capitalistic society vrhere com¬
petition abides.
Davis* research is related to the present investi¬
gation in that he asserts that working-class people do not
aspire to become occupationally mobile, rather migratory
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and irresponsible.^
It must be borne in mind that migratory and irre¬
sponsible people are ’’sociologically” different from their
middle-class counterparts. The milieu in which working-
class people are socialized influence their behavior.
Many of the environmental and mental conditions
affecting the motivation of working-class people are housing,
medical care, dietary practices and the like; magnify the
present study in that such conditions are believed to be
major reasons working-class employes do not perform to
expectations.
Writing in Manpower Magazine. Jesse E. Gordon dis¬
cussed some of the sociological stereotypes as they relate
to poor (working) people and the assumed roles they should
play. Gordon contends that much of the problem of work
performance is diie to the nature of planned programs which
reflect the attitudes and expectations of the organizations
2
and administrative agencies funding them. Accepting
Gordon’s hypothesis, the inference is that poverty workers
are expected to relate and react in a manner similar to
middle-class workers and administrators. Such hypothesis
1
Allison Davis, ’’The Motivation of the Underprivi¬
leged Vforker,” Ed. by William Foote VJhyte, Industry and So¬
ciety New York: (McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1946), pp. 84-106.
^Jesse E. Gordon, ’’Preconceptions Play Cruial Role
And May Outweigh Client Needs,” Manpower (April, 1971),
pp. 2-S.
relates to the present investigation in that middle-class
evaluation scales are intentionally built into programming
for periodic accountability. The present investigation
argues that the life style of the working-class does not
lend itself to punctuality, motivation and occupational
commitment. Such occupational characteristics are learned
in an evolutionary process—socialization—and cannot or
will not be activated from mass orientation geared to adults
Customs and habits are learned over prolonged periods of
time, thus working-class people do not abandon their life
style abruptly to rigidly imitate their middle-class counter
parts.
Job satisfaction is as much an incentive as is
salary or wage. In an article in Fortime. Gooding argues
that an increasing rate of absenteeism and job turnover are
indications that employes are not inclined to be content
1
with money alone. He finds that workers have a need to be
able to have input into work design, and the work itself
needs to be drastically de-automated. Inflexible and un-
attentive work supervisors exacerbate the problem: out of
habit or out of a desire not to talk down to workers,
supervisors too often talk in generalities, failing to make
explicit various components of the job tasks. Another type
of inflexibility can be found in supervisors who see only
^Judson Gooding, "Blue Collar Blues On the Assembly
Line," Fortune (July, 1970), pp. 69-71.
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one way to discharge a task, clinging to that procedure as
the only way, a tendency more likely found in the older
supervisors.
Gooding*s organizational study relates to the present
one in that observations surest that similar inflexibility
exists in the Racine CAP. Supervisory personnel have viewed
instructional material as secretive and dangerous because it
contained goals and objectives for the agency—it was with¬
held from paraprofessionals. Such behavior precipitated
criticism by some board members (whose cooperative staff
were affected). Delegate and cooperative advisory boards
serve the same functions as labor unions—to protect the
interests and welfare of the workers. It is also the responsi¬
bility of community boards to decide what their priorities
will be. But setting priorities and pass on regulations do
not ensure good administrative procedures from supervisors.
There are frequent disagreements between the two groups con¬
cerning leadership and staff performance. The essence of
Gooding*s article is that conflict between management and
labor is prevalent. Likewise the same phenomenon prevails
in community action programs and organizations with super¬
ordinate and subordinate structures with ongoing definitions
of their functions.
The Creedraans observed similar problems in studying
General Motors' labor problems at Lordstown, Ohio. General
Motors constructed a modern plant in a rural setting with
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the expectation that rural workers would not strike or
rebel like inner city workers; the plant was a disaster—
it has been strike-ridden since its opening. The major
problem lies in young workers who are looking for satis¬
faction in their work but cannot find it in a job with
neither flexibility nor worker input in task design(and
quota predictions). In rebelling, workers have passed
on their occupational frustration to consumers in the
form of poor workmanship which leads to costly repairs and
too much time spent in the service departments of local
dealers.
•j
'Nancy & Mchael Creedman, **Angst, The Curse of the
Working Class,” Human Behavior (Nov./Dec. *72), pp. ^-14.
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THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
Etzioni characterizes organizations as "social units
oriented tovjard the pursuit of specific goals. In this
sense they can be conceived as tools which gain their
•j
meaning and direction from their fxmction." Students of
this trend of thought contend that the final makeup of an
organization depends on the staff and its priorities. Such
a contention is in line with the present study in that
observations suggest that organizational norms—rules and
regulations—are altered or neglected depending on how the
supervisory staff interprets the situation and on the perso¬
nality makeup of involved personnel. If the personalities
of subordinate staff are weak, alteration of rules and regu¬
lations will be inevitable. But the structure (and work
efficiency) of the organization will suffer after existing
temporarily under the change. If a union is, in effect,
organized, grievances will be presented to management; if
there is no union or labor liaison there will be a domino
type resignation pattern as a direct retaliation against
inflexibility and forced changes in work routine.
Fromm seemed to think that authoritarian perso¬
nalities were very disorganized and had little concern for
social units that were. Highly organized structures to
”*Amitar, Etzioni, Complex Organization: A Socio¬
logical Reader. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1961.
^Erich Fromm, Escape From Freedom. New York: Avon
Books, 1968, pp. 163-201.
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not work psychologically vdth such personalities unless
the social units are the constructs of authoritarians.
Thus leaders with authoritarian tendencies very seldom
agree with a form of social organization of which they
are a part unless it is their design. Such an attitude





The locale of the study was Racine, Wisconsin,
Racine is a city of 95,162 inhabitants. It is situated
in the southeast corner of the State and is the standard
metropolitan area for the region. The city is a major
industrial center, which accounts for a great deal of
social migration from southern and western States, The
p
minority population of the county (Racine) is 16,012,
The county has 15,441 poverty inhabitants, which equals
the minority population of the city. The minority poverty
population of the county is 12,262.
The structured inteirview was tested by utilizing
several social agencies in Racine for clarity and reli¬
ability, It was found to be reliable. The instrument was
administered to the complete administrative staff and a
random sample of present and past paraprofessional personnel
This technique was supplemented with data from: 1) person¬
nel files to ascertain personal data and written evaluations
2) financial records to validate promotions, salary, sick
leave records, compensatory time taken during the last fis¬
cal year and absenteeism; 3) the direct observations of the
researcher to authenicate written evaluations and attitudes
exemplified by the participating staff. The structured
interview/observational approach was employed because it is
^U.S. Census Report, 1970.
^Ibid.
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believed to be the most feasible method of securing data
without projecting biases on participants.
The supplementary schedule was constructed in such
a way as to obtain a description of work punctuality, family
size, attitude toward work, attitude toward training and
volunteer participation in projects and activities.
The populus of the study was the complete staff of
the Racine County Community Action Program with interviews
from (5) professional staff members; 42^ of present
paraprofessional and; 23^ former paraprofessionals, A total
of 21 interviews were taken for the study.
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CHAPTER III
COIvMUNITY ACTION WORKERS: PERFORMANCE, MOTIVATION
AND ATTITUDES
Community action worker^ are a new breed on the
labor market. A highly diversed group ranking from high
school dropouts to Ph,D*s. This strange breed of workers
were born with the passage of "Great Society" legislation
in 1965 as a gesture to end domestic poverty.
The main idea was to train, hire, mobilize and
organize the poor and disadvantaged Americans in an effort
to make an impact on the American economic and political
systems. The truth is, the educated got the jobs, training
and organizational techniques at taxpayers* expense and the
poor got only the left over jobs and psychological and
economic status.
Over 60^ of all personnel budgets are allocated to
professionally trained staff in poverty programs. However,
professional staff accounts for less than 35^ of the total
staff. Thus, the path of most federal programs designed to
benefit the disadvantaged are controlled and operated by
affluent Americans. There is nothing ethically wrong with
affluent, educated Americans being onployed in poverty pro¬
grams, except, they bring with them standardized stereotypes
of the disadvantaged which impede sincere efforts to deal
with reality: illiteracy; substandard housing; inadequate
medical care; unemployment; merchant exploitation; et al.
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Observations of community action vrorkers over a
sixteen month period s\iggests that status of superiors and
administrators were similar to their public agency counter¬
parts: degreed and highly paid. Many a community action
worker is hired at the top of the salary scale which is a
break with private industry and federal service tradition.
However the same does not hold for paraprofessional workers,
who are hired at or near the bottom of the salary scale.
Such discriminatory practice has been critiqued in a paper
by Herbert Cans, "The Uses of Poverty: The Poor Pay All;"
indeed they do, both as commxmity action workers, and
Americans poor. Observation suggests that they are hardly
ever listened to, never without supervisors making irrele¬
vant changes in assigned tasks and always have to request
pay increments and simple employe fringe benefits.^
EMPLOYES ATTITUDESEmployes* opinions of the agency, as expressed in
interviews, varied from 9*52 percent who felt it was
"excellent" to 3^.0^ miscellaneous complaints. (I felt
that many of the respondents tried to hide their true feel¬
ings by answering vaguely. However, prolonged observation
indicate that when agency and supervisors can be separated
and criticized, the agency is spared.) The most difficult
thing for former or present employes was to criticize the
^Herbert J. Cans, "The Uses of .Poverty: The Poor
Pay All." Social Policy (July/August, 1971), pp. 20-24.
*See Table I, page 19
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CAP officially. "Officially" means direct and quotably.
However, unofficially the task was accomplished with amazing
ease, which was the method used periodically by workers.
Such technique is quite different from the present approach
1
taking place in the labor market. Our observations suggest
that the attitudinal difference is due to the personnel make
up of the CAP agency. The average age of employes was over
30 and predominately female with familial responsibilities.
The sample for Gooding*s study was young and predominately
male.
ATTITUDE TO^jfARD AGENCY ADMINISTRATORS
The attitude of all agency personnel came closer to
their true feelings when given the opportunity to express it
toward administrators. Forty-two percent voiced a negative
attitude and 2S.56^ did not express a direct opinion which
was interpreted as meaning 71^ did not see their supervisors
as positive assets to the agency (much of the attitudinal data
supporting this study cannot be used because of legal pre-
cedings in progress and research agreement with participants).
ATTITUDES TOWARD CENTRAL CAP STAFF
The attitude of agency employes was quite positive
when viewing the total central staff: 47*60^ said they had
a positive attitude; 33*32^ voiced mixed reactions and only
9.52^ were negative(see Table III for statistical breakdown).
^Judson Gooding, "Blue Collar Blues on the Assembly












Very Good 1 4.76
Good 3 14.26
Negative 2 9.52 4 19.04 1 4.76
Other* 2 9.52 4 19.04 2 9.52
Total 36.06 6 36,06 5 23.60
*Other represents personal complaints on supervisors and lack of compre¬
hending the meaning of attitude by some participants.
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TABLE II
ATTITUDE TOWAHD AGENCT AmiNISTRATORS
Participants RESPONSE
Positive Negative Other Dishonest
H Percent N Percent U Percent H Percent'
Former Employes 1 4*76 3 14.2S 2 9.52 1 4.76
Present Employes 2 9.52 3 14.28 4 19.04
Administrators 2 9.52 3 14.28
Total 5 23.^ 9 42.84 6 28.56 1 4.76
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TABLE III












Former Snployes 5 23.^0 2 9.52 1 4.76
Present Bnployes 2 9.52 2 9.52 3 14.2S 1 4.76
Administrators 3 14.2^ 2 9.52
Total 10 47.60 2 9.52 7 33.32 2 9.52
21
A comparison of Tables II and III indicates that there is
concise understanding of the agency*s function, that is,
its organizational ideology and agency representation,
supervisors and other administrators. Eighty percent of
the paraprofessional staff refused to give an opinion when
it would affect the agency adversely.
ATTITUDE TOWARD SUPERVISION
The participants in the Racine study exemplified a
positive disposition toward supervision. The main core of
this positiveness was that it was not related to immediate
supervisors. The responses were philosophical and not
agency related. The philosophical responses proves the
preparedness of the sample to handle interviews in stand¬
ardized fashion.
The younger participants and administrators were
more frank and negative. The young respondents have always
been more outspoken on the job. The administrators felt
that they knew more than their supervisors, thus exhibiting
opened contempt for supervision (see Table V).
JOB SATISFACTION
Job satisfaction was a difficult phenomenon to assess
in terms of reliability from interviews. However, observa¬
tions suggest that ideal job satisfaction was substituted for
real satisfaction. Approximately of all staff members
complained of not doing what their job description delineated.
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TABLE IV










Former Eknployes 2 9.52 3 14.2S 1 4.76 1 4.76
Present Employes 1 4.76 4 19.04 4 19.04
Administrate rs 2 9.52 3 14.2S











Former Bnployes 5 23.^0 1 4.76 2 9.52
Present Employes 7 33.32
Administrators 2 9.52 3 14.2S













Former Bnployes 7 33.32 1 4.76 1 4.76
Present Bnployes 6 2S.57 1 4.76
Administrators 4 19.04 1 4.76
Total 17 ao.94 1 4.76 1 4.76 2 9.52
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Thus, job satisfaction and job motivation suffered. The only-
motivation this group had was external—the salary]
Internal motivation—self-motivation—was not encour¬
aged, thus external motivation was very low for 75^ of the
staff because the pay was not concomitant with the cost of
living increases. As a consequent, work became a bore and
redundant absenteeism resulted. Over 1B% of the agency’s
work time was attributed to cronic absenteeism. This was
not a behavioral pattern characteristic of paraprofessional
workers, but of all employes. The distinction between para¬
professional and professional is a matter of degree rather
than kind. There was no appreciable difference in edu¬
cational attainment of professionals and paraprofessionals.
The motivating factor for employment was "income,” which
seemed to be a highly temporary motivation for many workers,^
Table VI points out the job satisfaction of CAP
workers as expressed in interviews. The researcher again
cautions readers of the real and ideal opinions in the table,
ATTITUDE TOWARD AGENCY ORIENTATION
Only 2^.56^ of participants felt that the agency's
orientation program was sufficient. The majority of
participants did not receive an entry orientation nor job
description, thus day to day work routine was at the dis¬
cretion of several interferring supervisors. This finding
supports the hypothesis that orientation affects work per-
^Judson Gooding, "Blue Collar Blues on the Assembly
Line."
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formance. Without proper orientation, employes were and are
manipulated by uninformed and over aggressive supervisors.
Procedures and written directions for all employes were in
program guidelines, job descriptions and personnel policies;
however adherence to such was grossly neglected which means
every supervisor violated the rights of fellow employes by
not honoring the written docimients. Every supervisor became
a rule maker and enforcer of ad hoc rules. The official
process of appealing these conditions was embedded in by¬
laws and personnel policies so cumbersome that many employes
thought it easier to resign rather than go through the
appealing process.
The relation of the board to the administrative staff
suggests passiveness by the board in controversial issues
involving personnel matters. This problem was perpetiiated
from two fronts: 1) staff going directly to the board and;
2) staff misunderstanding board-staff relationship. (This
is not to say that the board knew its role. Board members
represented the community; some members were very alert
and articulate and others indifferent and unarticulate.)
JOB MOTIVATION OF AGENCY WORKERS
The interviews yielded a direct relationship between
positive attitude of workers and job motivation (see Table
VII for percentages), however caution should be taken in
interpreting these statistics in that employes equated
-27-
TABLE VII
ATTITUDE TOVJARD AGENCY ORIENTATION
Response PARTICIPANTS
Former Employes fi'esent Employes Administrators
U Percent K Percent 15 Percent
Sufficient 2 9.52 1 4.76 3 14.28
Insiifficient 4 19.04 1 4.76
Negative 3 14.28
Other 3 14.28 3 14.28 1 4.76
Total 8 38.08 8 38,08 5 23.80
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TABLE VIII
JOB MOTIVATION OF AGENCY WORKERS
Category PARTICIPANTS
Former Employes Resent Bnployes Administrators
N Percent II Percent U Percent
Positive 7 33.32 6 23.56 5 23.60
Negative 2 9.52 1 4.76
Total 9 42.^4 7 33.32 5 23.60
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personal accomplishments as motivation. A vivid example of
this concept is continuation of school vd.th pay. Employes
studied several courses including GED courses through the
agency’s Career Development Program. Participants did not
request the schooling, rather were administratively pushed
into it. The observer is not suggesting that study partici¬
pants misinterpreted the meaning of motivation, rather
answered the way they did to implant the impression that they
are achievers dispite their working relationship with their
supervisors. (Statements made to the researcher while
employed by CAP suggest that respondents lied during the
interviewing).
WORKERS’ OPINIONS OF TRAINING PROVIDED BY AGENCY
Less than 41^ of all participants thought that the
training provided by the agency was good. The training is
the controlling arm of work performance in a poverty agency.
All work is supposed to be centered around timed tasks—
normally a fiscal timetable with projected results. If
workers are not properly trained to carry out specified tasks
performance; not knowing what or how to perform their duties,
workers were without motivation.
V/orkers complained of task interference from assigned
supervisors and project directors. It should be noted that
workers and supervisors were iminformed of the procedures
to be followed. This is true of supervisors because they
chose not to read the information relating to the task; and
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vrorkers because supervisors withheld it from them. Thus
supervisors violated an important aspect of their job respon¬
sibilities, There was no conspiracy on behalf of all super¬
visors to withhold information, rather top administrators to
keep the staff ignorant and subject to oral instructions.
The majority of the supervisors complained of not knowing
what they were to do from day to day because of this big
brother approach of top administrators. Delegation of power
and the absence of periodic progress reports created this
condition for the present administration. The stage was set
by several factors: 1) The lack of a personnel director;
2) Allowing senior staff to seize personnel power that be¬
longed to the executive director and 3) Allowing professional
staff to plan their own work/training schedule without con¬
sulting with the executive director. With these three
general conditions present, professional staff could be
absence without an explanation and not be properly repri¬
manded by the executive director,
WORKERS OPINION OF JOB DESCRIPTION
The attitude of workers toward their job description
revealed an array of opinions, however the most impressive
attitudes were expressed by former employes: 23.^^ had a
negative attitude; the percentage by present employes in¬
cluding administrators was identical. The major discrepancy
of work was that of job performance; it was always outside of
stated job description which frustrated workers. Many com¬
plained of not knowing what they would be doing from day to
-31-
day. Nineteen percent had not been given job descriptions
at all. The job description could be adequate in terms of
describing tasks and limitations of workers, but they were
not recognized by supervisors as specific work instructions.
Supervisors are "living instructions” for task performance;
constantly threatened workers who referred to written
instructions as limitations for duties. It was confided in
the researcher that some supervisors reacted very insecurely
and sought reassurance from other supervisors in violating
the work contracts of subordinate staff.
It was very unpopular to disagree with some super¬
visors without being reprimanded by someone in the super¬
visory hirarchy. According to workers, they had no opinion
about how they should perform or relate to supervisors.
Either they did what the supervisor wanted the way he wanted
it or not at all.
According to the Creedraans, under such working con¬
ditions, quality of work decreases drastically and workers
■i
look for momentary rewards only.
BEST LIKED JOB QUALITIES
Over U7% of the respondents said that working with
people was their best liked job quality. This is a phenom¬
enon that coincides with the purpose of the agency—to help
people, tiost employes had no conception of a poverty agency
1
'Nancy & Michael Creedman, "Angst, The Curse of the
Working Class,” Human Behavior (Nov,/Dec, *72), pp, S-14.
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TABLE IX








Good 4 19.04 4 19.04 1 4.76
Fair 3 14.2S 1 4.76 1 4.76
Poor 1 4.76
Negative 1 4.76 1 4.76
Don»t know 1 4.76
Other 1 4.76 1 4.76 1 4.76
Total 3S.0B 3B.0B 5 23. BO
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TABLE X
WORKERS OPINION OF JOB DESCRIPTION
Response PARTICIPANTS
Former Snployes Present Bnployes Administrators
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Ctood 1 4.76 3 14.2S 2 9.52
Fair 2 9.52 1 4.76
Poor 1 4.76
Negative 5 23. SO 1 4.76
Inadequate 1 4.76
Other 1 4.76 2 9.52 1 4.76
Total 9 42*04 7 32.32 5 23. SO
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TABLE XI
BEST LIKED JOB QUALITIES
Response PARTICIPANTS
Former Employes Present Employes Administrators
II Percent H Percent Percent
Working vdth people 6 2a. 57 2 9.52 2 9.52
Salary 1 4.76
Flexibility 1 4.76 1 4.76
Being active 2 9.52 1 4.76
Communicating
with people
1 4.76 2 9.52
Learning 1 4.76 1 4.76
Total a 36.09 a sa.oa 5 23. ao
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TABLE XII
LEAST LIKED JOB QUALITIES
Response PARTICIPANTS
Former Bnployes Present Employes Administrators
N Percent U Percent N Percent
Salary 1 4.76




Staff interference 1 4.76
Outdoors tasks/winter 1 4.76
Weekly schedule 1 4.76
Office work 3 14.2S 2 9.52 1 4.76
Rushed tasks 1 4.76
Task failure/lack of
responsibility




Other 1 4.76 1 4.76
Total 9 42.B4 7 33.32 5 23. SO
TABLE XIII
AGENCY EMPLOYES AND CONSIDERATION OF JOB CHANGE
Response PARTICIPANTS
Former Einployes Present Bnployes Administrators
U Percent Percent IJ Percent
Yes 6 2S.57 3 14.2S 3 14.2S
No 2 9.52 5 23.^0 2 9.52
Total S 3S.09 S 3S.0S 5 23.^
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or the nature of its work until after their employment. Thus
they did not aspire to work for a poverty agency as a para-
professional, but were actively seeking competitive employ¬
ment as a necessary procedure for self-containment. Other
qualities mentioned were: salary, flexibility, being active,
commxjnieating with people, and learning.
It is important to note that working with people and
helping people have the same connation among poverty workers.
To them it is doing a good deed and getting paid for it,
which has a very sane rationalization which is often used by
politicians, social workers, policemen et al.
LEAST LIKED JOB QUALITIES
It is worth noting that there was no group consensus
about least liked job qualities, but all least liked qualities
are important because they signify job dissatisfaction. Most
of them imply supervisory interference, incompetency and
supervisor insensitivity. See Table XII for specific details.
It is very significant to note that 2^,5^% of the
agency*s staff disliked office work which includes necessary
paper details. Much of this dissatisfaction must be inferred
and thus attributed to inadequate work orientation. There
were a great deal of computations to be done periodically as
a necessary part of the agency's function. However the
employes including many supervisors did not see the need for
it. Such attitude developed from not understanding the
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agency*s function, nor the role of social statistics.
AGENCY EMPLOYES AND CONSIDERATION OF JOB CHANGE
Over 56.935^ of all respondents said they had con¬
sidered changing jobs. Supervisory conflict and more pay
were the primary reasons for their considerations (see
Table XIII for a statistical breakdown)• Forty-two percent
said they had not considered changing jobs. It is important
to note that a significant number of employes were dissatis¬
fied with working conditions, but were well aware of the
unemployment situation in the inner city. More than of
inner city workers were unemployed annually. The average
for the total city was 5^, which is on par with the national
1
level.
JOB EFFECTIVENESS AND FAMILY SIZE
Fourteen percent of the respondents felt that the
size of their families affected their work performance. It
is interesting to note that over of work time lost was
due to family connected absenteeism or tardiness. Thus
only the young, more open-minded workers would admit that
there was a positive relationship between family size and
job effectiveness. Many of the workers were the heads of
household and the only provider, the least little familial
^The Racine Journal-Times, January 20, 1972.
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problem could cause absenteeism, impunctuality, poor work
efficiency or a combination of these. This line of rationale
was offered by young mothers who were learning the art of
household management and work responsibility. Older workers
did not see the effect of family-related telephone calls
placed or accepted on the job, which tended to divert or
distract workers attention from tasks being performed by them.
The agency has a very lenient policy on absenteeism;
thus for a variety of reasons, workers can be absent without
the use of official channels of leave of absence. An employe
had only to sign out. Many a time immediate supervisors
did not know the whereabouts of their subordinates because
the sign-out system was ineffective. Much of the ineffec¬
tiveness is attributed to administrative staff, including
supervisors who saw the system as a personal intimidation
to them, but an accountability system for subordinates.
Such issues were brought to the attention of staff members
periodically in staff meetings to no avail.
Absenteeism is a major problem confronting the total
work force including today’s management. It. has been
recently discovered that not only blue collar workers are
dissatisfied with their work and refused to report consist¬
ently, but management is increasingly manifesting this
1
attitude.
^Editorial, Albany Herald. July 5, 1973, p. 4.
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TABLE XIV
JOB EFFECTIVENESS AND FAMILY SIZE
Response PARTICIPANTS
Former Bnployes Present Employes Administrators
N Percent II Percent H Percent
Yes 1 4.76 1 4.76 1 4.76
No* 6 28.57 7 33.32 4 19.04
Not sure 1 4.76
Total S 38.09 8 38.08 5 23.80
♦The respondents that answered no were single or deliberately lied. Over





Former Dnployes Present Employes Administrators
N Percent N Percent N Percent
Satisfaction* 1 4.76 3 14.2S
Monetary* 7 33.32 7 33.32 2 9.52
Other 1 4.76
Total S 3^.OS S 3S.0S 5 23.SO
♦Only two administrators could afford to work for satisfaction. They were
retired and comfortable situated.




The type of persons who become paraprofessionals
are the last group to sit back and collect welfare checks
because family responsibility won*t allow it. The demands
for material things by one*s family dictates a need for
regular pay checks,^ Accordingly, 76.16^ of all agency
employes overtly stated that money was the main reason they
were working, which is the real reason the majority of the
labor force is active. It is important to note that 14.
of the administrative staff stated that they worked for
self-satisfaction. A close look at this situation revealed
only 9.52^ are really working for self-satisfaction (see
Table XV), One administrator had had a variety of low-
paying jobs for a number of years and worked her way into
the CAP office as an aide. With a constant turnover of
executive directors came the opportunity to seize power by
changing job descriptions and threatening to resign if
demanded pay increments were not met. The researcher con¬
cludes that it is not self-satisfaction that compels this
administrator to work, but the monetary value it presents.
The author*s use of standardized interviewing procediJires
allowed superficial and ideal responses rather than
reality.
^Editorial, Albany Herald. July 5, 1973, p. 4.
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STAFF ATTITUDE TOWARD THE BOARD
The board is a non-paid body which is legally
liable for the actions of the agency. The impact of that
liability is not present. For most of the members their
membership is a springboard for sociopolitical accomplish¬
ments for certain groups in terms of social and political
action. There is little consciousness of the needs of all
poor people, just the poor individual board members repre¬
sent.
The attitude of the staff is very negative toward
the board of directors. Over kl% stated that the board
was ignorant, unconcerned status seekers. Staff members
are usually aware of the duties and responsibilities of
the board from training sessions and written literature,
PERSONNEL RECORDS
The CAP agency has proven to be a training ground
not for those it was intended, the poor, rather the new
middle-class learning the politics of management and getting
paid national comparative wages. Personnel records revealed
the consistency of records kept for administrative staff
while similar records for paraprofessionals went lacking.
The greatest class discrepancies exist in financial
and personnel records. Financially, administrative staff
commanded a huge salary for no visible output according to
job descriptions—duties and responsibilities. There was
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TABLE XVI
STAFF ATTITUDE TOWARD THE BOARD
Response PARTICIPANTS
Former Employes Present Bnployes Administrators
Percent' II Percent N Percent
Positive 2 9.52 1 4.76 4 19.04
Negative 5 23.^0 5 23.80 1 4.76
No comment 2 9.52
Other 1 4.76
Total S 3^,08 8 38.08 5 23.80
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\mlimited travel by administrators even if traveling budgets
in certain accounts had been exhausted. Many are paid for
local travel which is not part of the budget (The board*s
incomplete understanding of budgetary plans perpetuates
staff misuse and abuse of funds).
Personnel records for administrators have voluminous
positive material in them, while those of paraprofessionals
have basically mixed evaluations and reprimand letters not
seen by them (paraprofessionals).
There is no personnel director to blame for this
paper havoc; but some top administrators for delegating




An observation of community action workers has
proven to be an eye-opener in a class conscious monied
society. Indeed the poor stays poor monetarily as well
as spiritually. The esteem in which they hold their jobs
seems to be directly related to the attitude presented to
them by their supervisor. If he is superficial and close-
minded, the attitude is transformed on to subordinates in
a very unforgiving manner.
FINDINGS
Educational attainment and occupational advancement.
There was no proof of this hypothesis because of the constant
turnover of personnel and inadequate personnel files on para-
professionals, The mode was exiting the agency rather than
internal promotion.
Family size and job effectiveness. Observations
supports the proposition that the size of the family affects
job performance. However, the effect is more positive than
negative in heads of household, it was more positive because
they are more dependable in direct proportion to familial
obligations in terms of reporting for work. Negatively, a
great deal of time was lost because of family related con¬
ditions—medical appointments, emergencies, phone consul¬
tation et al.
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Job satisfaction and independent task performance.
The hypothesis that job satisfaction is related to inde¬
pendent task performance was positive. Unwarranted super¬
vision intimidated workers and caused a great deal of
resentment by paraprofessionals.
Work performance, task orientation and supervisor's
attitude. There is a direct relationship between work per¬
formance, task orientation and the attitude of supervisors.
Work performance suffers when proper task orientations were
not administered to workers. Poor workmanship and waste
resulted. Worker attitudes are directly related to the
attitudes of supervisors: If the attitudes of supervisors
are negative, likewise those of subordinates.
"vtforker blues” are transformed in a reciprocal
manner. When new supervisory personnel is employed, the
attitudes of subordinates are imposed upon him, especially







AN OBSERVATIONAL APPRAISAL OF COMOTITY ACTION WORKERS
Directions: 1) I am going to ask you some questions about
your attitude toward the CAP Agency, answer
all questions that relate to you in yoiir
own words.2)All information given will be held confi¬
dential; no one in the CAP agency will have
access to individual interviews.
1) What is your attitude toward the CAP agency?
2) V/hat is your attitude toward the CAP directors that you
have worked under?
3) VJhat is your attitude toward the central CAP staff?
4) Vifhy did you accept a job at CAP?
5) Do you like supervision while performing daily routines?
6) What satisfaction do you get from your job?
7) What is your attitude toward the orientation employes
receive when hired?
S) Has (did) your job motivated you in any way?9)VHiat is your opinion of the training the CAP Agency
privides?
10) 'iiThat is (was) your opinion toward your job description?
11) H^hat do (did) you like best about yoiir job?
12) What do (did) you like least about your job?
13) Have (did) you consider(ed) changing jobs while (since)
being onployed by CAP?
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14) Do you think that the size of your family affect(ed)
your work performance?
15) ^^y are (did) you work(ing)?
16) What is your attitude of the CAP Board?
17) Have (did) you made (make) any promotions since (while)
being employed by CAP?
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Racine County CAP Agency to review ray personnel
file for substantiating data, I further agree













a. Dependability in carrying out and
following through with assignments




f. Care of work materials
g. Neatness
RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEOPLE;
a. Ability to vork cooperatively with
supervisors and co-workers
b. Effectiveness in dealing with public
and private agencies
c. Ability to meet and relate with strangers
d. Effectiveness in working with CAP Board
and Committees
ATTITUDES;
a. Enthusiasm about and involvement in job
b. Flexibility in meeting unexpected demands
c. V/illingness to conform to job requirements
d. Ability to accept directions and sugges¬
tions for work improvement
SKILLS;
a. Ability to communicate written and verbal
information in a clear and concise manner
b. Quantity of work
c. Completeness of work
d. Accuracy of work
JUDGMENT;
a. Sensitivity to problems and situations and
ability to analyze them using sound judg¬
ment in reaching conclusions and solutions
b. Ability to resolve conflicts and pose
alternatives
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT SATISFACTORY GOOD EXCELLENT
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6. LEARNING ABILITT:





a. Extent of knowledge of methods
b. Material procedures
c. Content of subject matter
S. INDEPENDENCE;
a. Ability to accept responsibility





Numbers 9 & 10 for supervisory and administrative
personnel only,
9. SUPERVISORY ABILITY;
a. Proficiency in planning
b. Organizing
c. Assigning
d. Getting out work
e. Ability to give clear, accurate
instructions
f. Proficiency in training employees and in
motivating and assisting them to improve
their work methods and efficiency
g. Ability to work cooperatively with
subordinates
10. AIMINISTRATIVE ABILITY;
a. Ability to act promptly and decisively
in making and implemaiting decisions,
policies, and programs in accordance with
appropriate riiles and procedures






11. FACTORS NOT LISTED ABOVE




EMPLOYEE’S REMARKS (If you disagree vdth any part of the Reviewer’s
evaluation, you may note that here and explain
why. Use additional space if necessary.)
EMPLOYEE’S SIGNATURE:.
(̂Your signature indicates that you have' seen this
evaluation and have discussed it with the
Reviewer, It does not indicate that you agree
with it.)
pdc/7-6-70
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